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Abstract

Objective: In multi-ethnic classrooms, acceptance and rejection by classmates of one's own versus other ethnicity is influenced by in-group preference, the societal status of the ethnicities, and composition of classrooms. We aimed at (a) confirming these effects for immigrant versus non-immigrant adolescents in newly formed classrooms, (b) longitudinally studying the change of these effects over the next two years, and (c) studying the longitudinal links between immigrants' acculturation and acceptance/rejection by (non)immigrants.

Method: Multi-level, longitudinal study of 1057 13-year-old students nested in 49 classrooms over the first three years of middle school in Greece. Immigrant composition of classrooms varied strongly (average 44%), and immigrants in a classroom were ethnically homogeneous (78% same-ethnic). Students' acceptance and rejection by Greek and immigrant students were sociometrically assessed every year. Multi-level analyses were conducted for questions (a) and (b), and cross-lagged analyses for question (c).

Results: Initially, immigrants were less accepted and more rejected by their classmates than Greeks. However, in classrooms with more than 66% immigrants, they were more accepted and less rejected. Over time, a) immigrants and Greeks did not differ in being rejected, and b) immigrants in classrooms with few immigrants became increasingly more accepted. Finally, immigrants with higher involvement with the Greek culture were more accepted by their Greek classmates.

Conclusion: Immigrants’ peer relations with Greeks were positively affected by increasing opportunity for intergroup contact and involvement with the Greek culture. Interventions supporting acculturation and intergroup contact may prove beneficial for immigrant students.
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Immigrants’ peer acceptance and rejection

A longitudinal study of immigrants’ peer acceptance and rejection:

Immigrant status, immigrant composition of the classroom, and acculturation

Developing and maintaining positive peer relations are important developmental tasks that forecast future adaptation (Masten, 2014). Being accepted by peers promotes, whereas being rejected by peers places at risk, the adaptation and psychological well-being of adolescents (e.g., Brown & Larson, 2009; Rubin, Bukowski, & Bowker, 2015). In addition, being accepted and not rejected by non-immigrant peers is a key acculturative task for immigrants (Motti-Stefanidi, Berry, Chrysochoou, Sam, & Phinney, 2012a; Motti-Stefanidi & Masten, in press). It promotes their positive adaptation to the receiving culture as well as their well-being (Berry, Phinney, Sam, & Vedder, 2006). Therefore studying antecedents of immigrant adolescents’ acceptance and rejection by peers is important for identifying risks and protective factors for their adaptation regarding both developmental and acculturative tasks, as well as for identifying potential targets for intervention to promote their well-being. The aim of the present study is to examine, concurrently and over time, the effects of potential antecedents on immigrant adolescents’ social status among classmates.

Only few studies have examined antecedents of immigrants’ peer relationships (e.g., Motti-Stefanidi, Asendorpf, & Masten, 2012b; Strohmeier, Kärnä, & Salmivalli, 2011; Titzmann & Silbereisen, 2009; Titzmann, Silbereisen & Mesch, 2012). Furthermore, the larger body of literature on peer relationships in multi-ethnic contexts is informative as well (see Bellmore, Nishina, & Graham, 2011; Graham, Taylor, & Ho, 2009). Together, these literatures suggest that acceptance and rejection of immigrants by classmates are mainly determined by four distinct factors that are often confounded (Thijs & Verkuyten, 2014; Schachner, Brenick, Noack, van de Vijver, & Heizmann, 2015): in-group preference, immigrants' societal status, immigrant composition of the classroom, and intergroup contact. As the design of the present study allows disentangling these four factors, we discuss them separately.
In-group Preference

Acceptance and rejection of immigrants by their nonimmigrant classmates can be influenced by an ubiquitous tendency of people regarding any social categorization, which is to prefer members of one's in-group to those of one's out-group. This phenomenon is also called homophily (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001). In multi-ethnic contexts, ethnicity differences often give rise to in-group preference (e.g., Titzmann & Silbereisen, 2009); in mixed classrooms consisting of immigrants and non-immigrants, immigrant status might also give rise to an in-group preference of immigrants even if they are of different ethnicities (e.g., Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012b).

The question arises whether in-group favoritism qualifies as prejudice against the out-group, or whether, instead, true prejudice requires out-group derogation (Pfeifer, Brown, & Juvonen, 2007). This question is difficult to answer since much research focusing on intergroup behavior has confounded in-group favoritism with out-group derogation (see Cameron, Alvarez, Ruble, & Fuligni, 2001; Pfeifer, Brown, & Juvonen, 2007). Whereas Cameron et al. (2001) concluded that there is more evidence for in-group favoritism in young children, studies of adolescents also found evidence for out-group derogation in multi-ethnic classrooms (Bellmore, Nishina, Witkow, Graham, & Juvonen, 2007; Jackson, Barth, Powell, & Lochman, 2006), including immigrant classmates (Strohmeier et al., 2011). The stronger out-group derogation in adolescence may be attributable to adolescents' longer exposure to societal prejudice. Thus, acceptance and rejection may be considered as distinct constructs that can be driven by different factors (e.g., acceptance due to similar interests or rejection due to prejudice). Based on this literature, we expected that both immigrants and nonimmigrants would be more accepted by their in-group, and more rejected by the out-group.

Immigrants' Societal Status
Differences in sociometric status among subgroups may also depend on differences in the social status of the contrasted groups (see e.g. Hewstone, Rubin & Willis, 2001). In multi-ethnic groups, ethnic hierarchies in society are reflected in preferences for subgroups of different ethnicity (Hagendoorn, 1995; Verkuyten, Hagendoorn, & Masson, 1996). Ethnic groups of higher societal status are preferred more than groups of lower societal status. Therefore, we expected that differences in sociometric status between immigrants and non-immigrants would partly reflect differences in their societal status.

**Immigrant Composition of the Classroom**

Peer preferences are further moderated by immigrant proportion in the neighborhood and the classroom (Bellmore et al., 2011). The higher the proportion of immigrants in a classroom, the more immigrants profit from immigrant classmates’ in-group preference. Therefore, only in balanced classrooms where immigrants and non-immigrants are equally frequent, observed in-group preference and immigrant status are unbiased by immigrant composition effects.

In multi-ethnic classrooms, studies of the effects of the ethnic composition of the classroom on peer preferences have reported strong effects (see Bellmore et al., 2011, for a review). For instance, Jackson et al. (2006) found in classrooms with varying proportions of White and Black students that White students were more accepted by classmates until the proportion of Black students was above 66%. When this threshold was reached, the majority in the classroom effect overrode the societal minority effect for Black students, such that Black students were more accepted overall than White students. An inverse effect was found for rejection. Furthermore, an interaction between ethnic composition of the classroom and race indicated that the sociometric status of White students was less affected by composition of the classroom than was the status of Black students. Thus, societal minority members profited more from being the numerical majority in the classroom. The authors explained this pattern by the combined effects of societal status and ethnic composition of the classroom.
based on these findings, we expected that in classrooms with low immigrant composition, immigrant students would be less accepted and more rejected than their non-immigrant classmates. in classrooms with higher immigrant composition, this effect is expected to become smaller until no immigrant status effect is observed in classrooms with approximately two thirds of immigrants. in classrooms with an even higher percentage of immigrants, we expected that they would be more accepted and less rejected than their non-immigrant classmates. finally, we expected smaller effects of immigrant composition of the classroom on non-immigrants' sociometric status.

opportunity for intergroup contact

meta-analyses have shown that in most social contexts the length and quality of intergroup contact is negatively associated with prejudice (pettigrew & tropp, 2006). this finding holds more strongly among societal majority members (tropp & pettigrew, 2005). the most common interpretation of this well-established finding is that contact reduces prejudice. because in many school systems adolescents stay together in the same classroom and neighborhood over many years, with only few exceptions (families move away, students repeat a class), opportunities for intergroup contact accumulate. cross-ethnic contact may reduce the initial intergroup bias (both in-group favoritism and out-group derogation), particularly against non-immigrant students.

three longitudinal studies suggest that opportunity for intergroup contact can over time reduce intergroup bias. titzmann and silbereisen (2009) reported that in german schools recently immigrated german-russian adolescents had over a period of three years increasingly more cross-ethnic friends. titzmann et al. (2012) found a similar, although slower, two-year increase of cross-ethnic friendships for jewish-russian immigrants in israel. motti-stefanidi et al. (2012b) found in the same sample as the one used in the present study that the immigrant status effect on acceptance did not change overall but was significantly moderated by classroom composition. acceptance of greek students and immigrants in
classrooms with an immigrant majority did not change over the three years of middle school. In contrast, acceptance of immigrant students in classrooms with few immigrants increased. Because this group of immigrants was initially comparably low in acceptance, this increase in acceptance was an important finding. For rejection one might expect a similarly decreasing immigrant status effect.

**Acculturation**

The preceding sections focused on antecedents of immigrants' acceptance and rejection by classmates. However, the effects of these antecedents may be moderated by individual differences among immigrants. First, individual characteristics that generally affect sociometric status such as social competence, aggressiveness, social withdrawal, and self-esteem (Rubin et al., 2015) are expected to influence also the acceptance and rejection of immigrant students. In addition, individual differences in immigrant students' acculturation strategies (Sam & Berry, 2010) may influence over time these students' sociometric status in class, as well as be influenced by their sociometric status (bi-directional influence; Brown & Zagefka, 2011).

On the one hand, immigrant students who are more involved with the culture of the receiving country (host culture) may have developed a behavioral repertoire that more closely conforms to non-immigrant youth’s norms and standards (see Bellmore et al., 2011). Acceptance of these behavioral norms may predict their acceptance, and non-acceptance their rejection, by non-immigrant peers. On the other hand, it is plausible that being accepted, and not being rejected by non-immigrant peers promotes immigrant youth’s orientation towards the host culture (Brown & Zagefka, 2011).

How are immigrant students’ acculturation strategies, i.e. their involvement with both host and ethnic culture, related to their acceptance and rejection by non-immigrant peers? This question refers to the acculturation expectations that non-immigrants have of immigrants. Verkuyten, Thijs, and Sierksma (2014), using an experimental design, found that
Dutch children 8-13 years of age valued adoption of the Dutch culture by immigrant peers, whereas they valued to a lesser degree maintenance of the ethnic culture. Immigrant peers that were hypothetically high in assimilation (high involvement in the Dutch culture, low in the ethnic) were liked most, followed by those high in integration (high in both types of involvement) and then by those high in separation (low in Dutch, high in ethnic involvement). Marginalized immigrants (low in both types of involvement) were not studied but strong evidence suggests that this group is the least well adapted (Berry et al., 2006; Pavlopoulos & Motti-Stefanidi, in press), which suggests that marginalized immigrants are liked least. We expected that a similar hierarchy of immigrant peers’ acculturation strategies will be found for acceptance of immigrant youth by their non-immigrant classmates.

**The Present Study**

Data for this study were drawn from a larger longitudinal investigation, the Athena Studies of Resilient Adaptation project (AStRA) conducted in Greece. In a previous study based on this project, Motti-Stefanidi et al. (2012b) examined growth patterns in the adaptation and well-being of immigrant youth. They focused on different indices of adaptation in the school context, including acceptance by classmates. The present study extends this earlier study by (a) examining peer rejection in addition to peer acceptance, (b) conducting a more refined analysis of the effects of classroom composition on immigrants' and non-immigrants’ peer acceptance and rejection, and (c) studying cross-lagged influences between immigrants’ acculturation orientation and their acceptance and rejection by immigrant and non-immigrant classmates.

Participants are early adolescents. Early adolescence is a period of transition that exposes youth to new educational and social challenges (Roeser, Eccles, & Sameroff, 1998). Immigrant youth, in addition, face the acculturative challenges of having to learn to navigate between at least two cultures (Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012a; Motti-Stefanidi & Masten, in press). The quality of youth’s relationships with peers during this period plays a key role in
their adaptation with respect to other developmental tasks (Rubin et al., 2015) and in the development of their personal as well as of their ethnic and national identities (Motti-Stefanidi, 2015; Umaña-Taylor et al., 2014).

The present study was conducted in Greece between 2005 and 2007 before the Great Economic Recession. In Greece, as in most other European countries, immigrants have a lower societal status than non-immigrants (Motti-Stefanidi & Asendorpf, 2012; Triandafyllidou & Veikou, 2002; Pavlopoulos & Motti-Stefanidi, in press). Therefore, immigrant students are expected to be less accepted (Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012b) and more rejected (Strohmeier et al., 2011) than their non-immigrants classmates.

At the time of the study a large majority of immigrants had come to Greece from Albania and the former Soviet Union, the latter particularly from the Greek diaspora. These were the two largest immigrant groups in the country. The immigrants of the diaspora are called Pontian-Greeks. They retained their Greek culture for many centuries, but never lived in Greece before migrating. Their language, which is a dialect rooted in Ancient Greek, is incomprehensible to modern Greeks. Although the Greek government accorded them full citizenship status, native Greeks refer to Pontian-Greeks as the ‘‘Russians’’ and do not view them as ‘‘real Greeks’’. In contrast, immigrants from Albania, who at first entered the country as undocumented economic immigrants, were considered guest workers. Both immigrant groups experienced significant discrimination at the time of the study, although Albanian immigrants more than Pontian-Greeks (Motti-Stefanidi & Asendorpf, 2012; Pavlopoulos & Motti-Stefanidi, in press; Triandafyllidou & Veikou, 2002).

It should be noted that, even though Pontian-Greek immigrants and immigrants from Albania differ in numerous ways, they also share a number of commonalities (see Pavlopoulos & Motti-Stefanidi, in press). First, in both cases either they or their parents were not born in Greece; that is, both are immigrant groups. Second, they both came from countries with unstable and poor economic situations, to a country relatively more affluent. As a result,
their new situation is perceived as a vast improvement. Third, they both have to face similar economic and social difficulties in their adaptation to the same host country.

The design of the study is unique for five main reasons. First, peer acceptance and rejection of immigrant adolescents by both immigrant and non-immigrant peers were sociometrically studied in newly formed middle-school classrooms that varied widely in terms of their immigrant proportion; the sample was balanced in terms of immigrant status (44% immigrants overall). This design allows disentangling the effects of students’ immigrant status and classrooms composition. Second, in mixed classrooms of immigrant and non-immigrant students, the in- versus out-group distinction is often complicated by the fact that immigrants perceive immigrants of other ethnicities also as an out-group. In the present study immigrants within a classroom were ethnically rather homogeneous (either Albanians or Pontian-Greeks) such that the in/out-group distinction corresponds well to the distinction between immigrants and non-immigrants (immigrant status). Third, peer acceptance and rejection were assessed every year from the first to the third year of middle school. This longitudinal design allows testing changes in the effects of immigrant status and classroom composition as the opportunity for intergroup contact increased. Fourth, the longitudinal design allowed studying the direction of effects between immigrant’s involvement with the ethnic and receiving cultures, and acceptance and rejection by their immigrant and non-immigrant classmates. Fifth, since Greek parents are forced by law to send their children to the school nearest to their home, the classroom effects reflect to a large extent neighborhood effects.

**Hypotheses**

The review of the extant literature leads to the following four hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1: Immigrant status.** In general, both immigrant and Greek students are expected to be more accepted by in-group, than by out-group, classmates. In newly formed
balanced classrooms, immigrant students are less accepted and more rejected than Greek
students by their classmates due to their lower societal status.

**Hypothesis 2: Classroom composition.** In newly formed classrooms, higher
immigrant proportion predicts higher acceptance and lower rejection of immigrant students by
classmates. Acceptance and rejection of Greek students is less dependent on their proportion
in the classroom. Finally, in classrooms with two thirds of immigrants, immigrants are as
much accepted and rejected as Greek students are, and above that point they are more
accepted and less rejected than Greeks.

**Hypothesis 3: Opportunity for intergroup contact.** Over time, immigrants in
classrooms with few immigrants are increasingly accepted and decreasingly rejected by their
classmates whereas no changes are found for Greeks and for immigrants in classrooms with
an immigrant majority.

**Hypothesis 4: Acculturation.** Immigrants’ involvement with the Greek culture has a
positive effect on acceptance by Greek classmates, and *vice versa*. Furthermore, the two types
of involvement interact, resulting in a hierarchy of acceptance comparable to the integrated,
assimilated, separated and, marginalized acculturation strategies. The analyses regarding
acculturation effects on rejection by Greek classmates and acceptance and rejection by
immigrant classmates were exploratory.

**Method**

**Sample**

The study included students attending 12 schools in Athens, Greece, that had high
proportions of immigrant students. Permission to study the students in these schools was
granted by the Greek Ministry of Education. A total of 1057 students who attended 49
secondary-school grade 1 classes took part in the study (Wave 1; age $M = 12.7$ years, $SD =
0.65$; 53% male). Of these students, 532 were immigrants (316 first generation, 216 second
generation); first-generation immigrants had spent in Wave 1 65% (range 13% - 99%) of their
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Depending on the school neighborhood, the immigrant students were predominantly of Albanian origin (attending 9 schools) or Pontian-Greeks stemming from the Greek diaspora in the former Soviet Union (attending 3 schools); the other immigrants originated from six different countries. Albanians in schools with predominantly immigrant students from Albania and Pontian-Greeks in schools with predominantly Pontian-Greek students were a clear majority among the immigrants (78%). Albanians were mainly first-generation immigrants (82%) whereas Pontian-Greeks (35% first generation) and other immigrants (41% first generation) were mainly second-generation immigrants.\(^1\) Also, the proportion of immigrants in class varied between 20% and 100% (mean 44%).

The cohort was assessed annually for three school years. Retention was 75% from Wave 1 to Wave 2 (\(N = 785\)) and 80% from Wave 2 to Wave 3 (\(N = 627\)), resulting in an overall retention rate of 59% from Wave 1 to 3. The loss of 41% of the original cohort over the course of the study required a systematic correction of attrition effects.

**Measures**

All questionnaires to be answered by the students were translated from Greek into Albanian and Russian, and were then back-translated into Greek by four bilingual speakers. Immigrant students could choose the language in which they preferred to respond to the questionnaires. The vast majority (90%) of the immigrant students chose to respond to the questionnaires presented in the Greek language.

**Peer Nominations.** In each wave, students in each classroom were asked to write down the names of up to three classmates that they liked most and three classmates they liked least. These nominations were classified according to the nominating classmate (immigrant or Greek). From these scores we computed for each student the percentage of all nominating classmates that liked him or her most (% *positive nominations*) and that liked him or her least (% *negative nominations*). Similarly we computed the percentage of all Greek (or immigrant)
nominators that liked him or her most (or least) (% positively/negatively nominated by Greeks/immigrants). These six scores can range from 0% to 100%. They are measures of peer acceptance/rejection that control for the opportunity of being nominated while allowing for differences in the score means between subgroups within a classroom.²

**Immigrant status** (1 for being immigrant, 0 for being Greek) was assessed in Wave 1 and dummy-coded.

**Acculturation.** Using an adaptation of Nguyen and von Eye’s (2002) bi-dimensional measure of acculturation, we assessed in all waves among the immigrant students both the level of involvement with the Greek culture and the level of involvement with their ethnic (heritage) culture. Each subscale consists of 11 identical statements regarding participants’ attitudes, behaviors, and values in three life-domains: everyday lifestyles (food, music, language, e.g., “How often do you listen to Greek [own ethnic] music?”), group interactions (friends, peers, events, e.g., “Most of my closest friends are Greeks [from my own ethnic group]”), and global involvement (e.g., “As far as behaviors and values, I am a Greek [respective ethnicity]”).

Respondents were asked to rate the items on a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from never to always. Principal component analysis, followed by varimax rotation, revealed a clear two-factor structure using the Scree test (49% of variance explained, all cross-loadings below .15): Greek involvement (11 items), and Ethnic involvement (11 items). The items of each factor were averaged to form a composite score for each subscale. Internal consistencies were excellent (α > .85 for both scales in all waves).

The convergent and discriminant validity of the scales is supported by their correlations in Wave 1 with the percentage of lifetime spent in Greece, with the sense of ethnic belonging, and with identity search (for Greek involvement, rs .22, p < .001; .07, ns; .06, ns; for Ethnic involvement, rs .05, ns; .34, p < .001, .26, p < .001); see Motti-Stefanidi, Pavlopos, Obradovic, and Masten (2008), and Reitz, Motti-Stefanidi, and Asendorpf
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**Immigrant proportion.** Because some students left school, repeated a grade, or were absent on the day of testing, the percentage of immigrant nominators for each student varied somewhat across the three waves. However, the stability of this proportion was very high ($r = .86$ from Wave 1 to Wave 2, $r = .89$ from Wave 2 to Wave 3). Because of this high stability, we used the percentage of immigrant nominators in a classroom in Wave 1 as a time-invariant classroom-level measure of *immigrant proportion* (for the 49 classrooms, $M = .44$, $SD = .19$, min = .15, max = 1.00). Thus a proportion of .50 indicates a balanced classroom with the same number of Greek and immigrant nominators.

**Statistical Analyses**

**Multi-level analyses.** Hypotheses 1 - 3 required comparison of immigrant and Greek students in the percentage of received nominations in Wave 1 and their change from Wave 1 to Wave 3, and studying the moderation of the resulting effects by immigrant proportion in class. The three assessments were nested within individuals, and individuals within classrooms. Frequency of assessments for each individual also varied (ranging from 1 to 3, $M = 2.3$). Therefore we applied multilevel analysis (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), using the HLM 7.01 software (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2013).

In these three-level models, an outcome (e.g., % received positive nominations) was predicted for each individual at Level 1 by wave in the study. Wave was centered at Wave 1 such that the individual intercepts referred to the initial level of the outcome. The individual initial level and the individual linear change over the three assessments (slope of the regression line) were predicted at Level 2 by dummy-coded groups (immigrants and Greeks). At Level 3, immigrant proportion in class, centered at .50, served as the predictor. Thus, all lower-level effects were estimates for balanced classrooms with equal numbers of Greek and immigrant nominators.

Because we were interested in effects for immigrants and Greeks and their difference
(immigrant status effects), we used models without intercept at Level 2 with dummy-coded immigrants and Greeks as Level 2 predictors. The resulting model for each outcome variable is defined by the following equations:

**Level 1 model:**

\[ \text{OUTCOME} = \pi_0 + \pi_1(WAVE) + e \]

**Level 2 model:**

\[ \pi_0 = \beta_{01}(\text{IMMIGRANT}) + \beta_{02}(\text{GREEK}) + r_0 \]

\[ \pi_1 = \beta_{11}(\text{IMMIGRANT}) + \beta_{12}(\text{GREEK}) + r_1 \]

**Level 3 model:**

\[ \beta_{01} = \gamma_{010} + \gamma_{011}(\text{CLASSIMM}) + u_{01} \]

\[ \beta_{02} = \gamma_{020} + \gamma_{021}(\text{CLASSIMM}) + u_{02} \]

\[ \beta_{11} = \gamma_{110} + \gamma_{111}(\text{CLASSIMM}) + u_{11} \]

\[ \beta_{12} = \gamma_{120} + \gamma_{121}(\text{CLASSIMM}) + u_{12} \]

where WAVE is wave in the study centered at Wave 1, IMMIGRANT and GREEK are dummy codes for immigrants and Greeks, CLASSIMM is the proportion of immigrants among all nominating classmates, centered at .50, and e, r, and u are random error variables.

Because the outcome variables were skewed, we used significance tests based on robust standard errors. In-group preference effects were tested with differences between acceptance or rejection by the in- versus out-group as the outcome variable. Immigrant status effects were tested with a model with a Level 2 intercept and dummy-coded immigrant status as the Level 2 predictor.

**Cross-lagged analyses.** Hypothesis 4 was tested with three-wave cross-lagged panel analyses where bi-directional influences between one measure of acculturation (e.g. involvement in the Greek culture) and one measure of sociometric status (e.g., acceptance by Greeks) were studied. Following recommendations by Selig and Little (2012), we used a latent variable approach that controls for the unreliability of the measures of acculturation,
tested for measurement equivalence across time in terms of factor loadings, and tested for stationarity of the cross-lagged paths in an attempt to reduce the unreliability of the paths by setting them equal across time (see Reitz, Asendorpf, & Motti-Stefanidi, 2015, for the same approach).

For both acculturation measures, two item parcels were constructed using the item-to-construct balance parceling technique (Little, Cunningham, Shahar, & Widaman, 2002). These parcels correlated above .71 for each wave of the study. The sociometric measures consisted of only one measure and were thus implemented as manifest variables. For each model tested, a baseline model was defined as follows. The Wave 1 variables and the residuals of the variables in Wave 2 and Wave 3 were allowed to correlate in order to capture their covariance within each wave. Measurement equivalence of the latent variables was tested in each case by comparing a model with identical factor loadings across time with an unrestricted model. Because the difference between the two models was non-significant ($p > .10$) in each case, the factor loadings of the parcels were set equal across the three waves in all following models.

Finally, for each baseline model we tested whether constraining the cross-lagged paths to be equal (identical parameters for the two observation intervals T1-T2 and T2-T3) fitted the data. Because the fit of the constrained model was not significantly worse than the fit of the baseline model ($p > .10$ in each case), the constrained model was kept as the final model. The final models showed an acceptable fit (CFI > .95, RMSEA < .10). All model comparisons were based on Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation in order to control for missing values, particularly systematic attrition. Regression coefficients were tested for significance using robust standard errors (MLR estimation) in order to decrease bias due to non-normal distributions. All analyses were run using MPlus7 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012). Because each hypothesis involved multiple statistical tests, we interpret the results only for two-tailed tests even for directed hypotheses.
Missed Values

All longitudinal effects were controlled for missing at random (MAR) effects, including attrition effects, by using multilevel longitudinal analyses or Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimates in cross-lagged regression models (Hox, 2010; Little, 1995).

Description of the Variables

The means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations of the predictors at age 13 and the nominations at ages 13 - 15 are presented in Table 1. Positive nominations were slightly more frequent on average than negative nominations because providing less than three nominations was more frequent for negative nominations. Finally, both positive and negative nominations became slightly less frequent over time because students increasingly tended to nominate less than three classmates.

The stabilities of the nomination scores across the three assessments were all significant and not high. Not too high correlations are important as they allow for between-group or between-individual differences in individual change such as the ones expected by Hypotheses 3 and 4. Positive scores from Greeks showed concurrent correlations below .14 with positive scores from immigrants whereas the concurrent correlations were above .42 for negative scores. Thus, negative scores reflected characteristics of the receiver rather than characteristics of the nominating group. Concurrent correlations between positive and negative scores were always significantly negative.

Hypotheses 1 – 3

The effects resulting from the multi-level analyses (see method section) are reported in Table 2. In the following section we explain in detail for positive nominations how Table 2 is interpreted; subsequently we discuss all findings in light of our hypotheses.

Interpretation of the effects. In balanced classrooms, immigrants were initially
positively nominated by 12.96% of all nominating classmates, Greeks by 14.74%. Both effects were significantly different from zero which is somewhat trivial. The difference between immigrants and Greeks (1.78%) was significant at $p = .029$. Thus in balanced classrooms, immigrants were initially less accepted than Greeks.

For immigrants, the acceptance by classmates was 10.48% higher if the immigrant proportion in the classroom was 100% higher. A more realistic interpretation is that in classrooms with a 10% higher proportion of immigrants than average, immigrants were 1.05% more positively nominated. In contrast, immigrant proportion did not have a significant influence on the acceptance of Greeks ($p = .731$). These results are shown in detail in Figure 1, Panel A.

The change in acceptance over the three waves of the study was non-significant in balanced classrooms for both immigrants and Greeks but it was moderated for immigrants by the proportion of immigrants in class, $p = .008$. For lower proportions of immigrants, the change in immigrants’ acceptance became more positive. Thus, the initially negative effect of being in a classroom with few immigrants became smaller over the course of the study. These results are shown in detail in Figures 2 and 3, Panel A. The effects for rejection reported in Table 2 can be interpreted in the same way (Figures 1-3, Panel B, illustrate the main results).

**Hypothesis 1: Immigrant status.** As expected, immigrants were initially significantly less accepted than Greeks in balanced classrooms, and significantly more rejected, see Table 2 and Figure 1. Separate analyses for initial acceptance and rejection by the in-group versus out-group in balanced classrooms showed that as expected, immigrants were more positively nominated by immigrants (17.05%) than by Greeks (10.46%), and Greeks were more positively nominated by Greeks (19.31%) than by immigrants (11.18%). Indeed, in-group favoritism was significant for both immigrants, $t(47) = 8.45, p = .001$, and Greeks, $t(47) = 7.25, p = .001$. Concerning out-group derogation, immigrants received marginally fewer negative nominations from immigrants (14.21%) than from Greeks (15.01%), $t(47) = 1.68, p$
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= .099, whereas Greeks received fewer negative nominations from Greeks (11.32%) than from immigrants (12.96%), \( t(47) = 2.51, p = .016 \). Thus, Hypothesis 1 was at least marginally confirmed. It should be noted however that the derogation effects were much smaller (differences below 1.7%) than the favoritism effects (above 6.5%).

**Hypothesis 2: Classroom composition.** As expected, the higher the immigrant proportion in class, the more immigrants were initially accepted, whereas the effect of immigrant proportion was non-significant for Greeks (see Table 2 and Fig. 1, Panel A). Although a similar reverse pattern was found for being rejected (see Fig. 1, Panel B), the expected effect of immigrant proportion for immigrants was non-significant \( (p = .132) \). As expected, the immigrant status effect disappeared in classrooms with approximately two thirds immigrants for both acceptance and rejection. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was only partially confirmed.

**Hypothesis 3: Opportunity for intergroup contact.** As expected for balanced classrooms, the immigrant status effect on acceptance did not change (see Table 2 and Fig. 2, Panel A). Instead, as expected, acceptance of immigrants increased in classrooms with few immigrants because they profited from the decreasing immigrant proportion effect for acceptance (see Table 2 and Fig. 3, Panel A). In contrast, the overall immigrant status effect on rejection marginally decreased by 1.43% per year (see Table 2); in Wave 3, the immigrant status effect disappeared completely (see Fig. 2, Panel B). In classrooms with few immigrants, the immigrants additionally profited from a marginal decrease of the immigrant proportion effect (see Table 2 and Fig. 3, Panel B).

Taken together, immigrants’ initial disadvantage in terms on being more rejected than Greeks disappeared over the course of the study, independent of classroom composition, whereas Greeks did not change in their level of being rejected. In contrast, an overall decrease of the immigrant status effect for acceptance was not found. However, acceptance of
immigrants increased, and rejection of immigrants decreased, in the critical case of classrooms with few immigrants.

The discrepancy between the findings for acceptance and rejection is explained by the unexpected main effect of change for immigrants which was negligible for acceptance but negative for rejection (β = \(-1.23\), \(p = .003\)). Since rejection was more consistent between Greek and immigrant nominators than acceptance (see Table 1), it seems to be more driven by individual characteristics, and increasing knowledge about immigrants' individual personality may have tempered the effects of societal prejudice.

**Hypothesis 4: Acculturation**

To test for the direction of effects between acculturation and peer relationships we ran cross-lagged regression models for immigrants (see method section). The results for acceptance by Greeks are presented in Figure 4. As expected by Hypothesis 4, immigrants' Greek involvement predicted acceptance by Greek classmates (β = .16, \(p < .01\)); see Figure 4, Panel A. Unexpectedly, the reverse effect from acceptance to Greek involvement was non-significant (β = -.04). Also, both effects to and from rejection by Greek classmates were non-significant. Ethnic involvement predicted rejection by Greeks (β = .09, \(p < .05\)) but not *vice versa* (see Figure 4, Panel B).

Interactions between the two measures of acculturation were tested with moderated cross-lagged analyses. The measures were centred, and both variables and their product were used as predictors in the model depicted in Fig. 4, Panel A (including the stability of the interaction term and the cross-lagged effects between the two acculturation variables). This model did not converge, probably due to many paths close to zero. Therefore we dropped all paths to the acculturation variables and ran two separate models, one only for acceptance and one only for rejection. Both models converged, and their fit did not decrease (\(p > .10\)) if the interaction effects for T1-T2 and T2-T3 were constrained equal (stationary interaction effect). Whereas the effect of ethnic involvement on Greeks' rejection was not even marginally
moderated by Greek involvement, a significant moderation effect was found for the effect on Greeks' acceptance, $\beta = -0.121, p = 0.049$ (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5 indicates that immigrants with low scores in both orientation towards ethnic and Greek cultures (marginalized immigrants; see Berry et al., 2006) received only half as many positive nominations from Greek classmates as separated immigrants. The groups high on integration (high on both Greek and ethnic orientations) and assimilation (high on Greek and low on ethnic orientations) tended to receive most positive nominations by Greeks, and the group high on separation (low on Greek, high on ethnic orientations) followed closely. In sum, Hypothesis 4 was partly confirmed.

**Discussion**

This longitudinal study of youth's acceptance and rejection by peers examined the effect of immigrant status, immigrant proportion in class, and their change over a two-year period, on youth's sociometric status in the classroom. Furthermore, the dynamic interplay between immigrant students’ acculturation orientation and their acceptance/rejection by classmates was also studied. Three key findings were: (a) in newly formed classrooms the classroom context mattered more than immigrant status for immigrant youth’s acceptance and rejection by classmates, (b) immigrant students’ initially stronger rejection by classmates completely disappeared over the three years of being together in middle school, and (c) Greeks increasingly preferred immigrant classmates who had higher involvement with the Greek culture, independently of their degree of involvement with their ethnic culture.

**Immigrant Status as a Risk Factor for Peer Acceptance/Rejection**

Immigrant status was initially a risk factor for peer acceptance/rejection. Immigrants, compared to non-immigrants, in newly formed classrooms with an equal number of immigrants and non-immigrants were less accepted and more rejected by their classmates. This effect was expected and can be attributed to the lower societal status and the discrimination of both immigrant groups in Greek society (Pavlopoulos & Motti-Stefanidi, in
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press; Triandafyllidou & Veikou, 2002). In addition, both immigrants and Greeks showed the expected in-group favoritism effects; the out-group derogation effects were much smaller.

The classroom context differentiated these results, as it was more important for immigrants’ peer status than for being an immigrant. Thus, initially, immigrant students in classrooms with higher immigrant composition were more accepted and less rejected. Immigrants and non-immigrants became equally accepted and rejected in classrooms with approximately two thirds of immigrants. In these classrooms the fact that immigrants were the numerical majority compensated the societal status advantage of Greeks. In classrooms with even higher percentages of immigrants, they were more accepted and less rejected than non-immigrants. As a note of caution, these are estimates based on a linear effect of immigrant proportion in class, not on observed data. These results are consistent with the findings reported by Jackson et al. (2006) for dual-ethnic classrooms (see also Bellmore et al. 2011; 2007).

The effect of classroom composition can be largely explained by the in-group preference of both Greeks and immigrants. Immigrant students profit more from the in-group preference of their immigrant classmates, and in classrooms with higher immigrant composition they are less disadvantaged by the in-group preference of their Greek classmates.

Over time, these results were further differentiated. Immigrants' initial disadvantage in terms of being more rejected than Greeks completely disappeared. However, Greeks continued to be equally rejected. This finding held independently of immigrant composition of the classroom. For acceptance, the picture was even more differentiated because only immigrants in classrooms with few immigrants were increasingly accepted.

These changes may be due to intergroup contact and to the resulting increases in familiarity between students of different ethnic groups, which contributes to a decrease in prejudice particularly of Greek students (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). In support of this argument, a study of Albanian immigrants in Greece (Iosifides, Lavrentiadou, Petracou, &
Kontis, 2007) found that adult participants acknowledged from their personal experience that close social contact with Greeks for a relatively long period of time reduces significantly prejudice, xenophobic behavior and discrimination. Thus, over time the effect of prejudice on rejection, as well as on acceptance of immigrant students, who are the minority in their classrooms, may be tempered by an increasing acknowledgment by non-immigrants of immigrant students’ unique attributes.

**Acculturation and Immigrants’ Acceptance/Rejection**

Two key findings from the cross-lagged analyses were a) that immigrant youth’s higher orientation towards the Greek culture promoted acceptance by their Greek peers, and b) that their higher orientation towards their ethnic culture led to higher rejection by their Greek peers. Both were strong findings because the effects controlled for earlier acceptance and rejection and were found in both waves. Although the effect sizes may appear small, it should be noted that cross-lagged effects are often much smaller than cross-sectional correlations because they control for indirect effects.

Acceptance or rejection of immigrant students by their Greek classmates did not predict change in their acculturation orientation. This may be due to the high stability of immigrants’ acculturation orientation. Most of acculturation may take place earlier in life depending on lifetime spent in the receiving country and family acculturation.

Furthermore, the interaction between immigrants’ orientation towards the ethnic and Greek cultures yielded additional findings. Youth high on integration (high on both Greek and ethnic involvement) and on assimilation (high Greek, low ethnic involvement) predicted high acceptance by Greek peers, followed closely by immigrants high in separation (high ethnic, low Greek involvement); youth high on marginalization (low on both ethnic and Greek involvement) showed the lowest acceptance by Greek peers.

A number of studies have shown that adult Greeks prefer that immigrants assimilate into Greek society, particularly with respect to domains directly related to their adaptation in
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Greek culture such as education and language competence (see Pavlopolous & Motti-Stefanidi, in press). Greek adolescents may endorse a similar attitude. Immigrant adolescents high on orientation towards the Greek culture have probably learned the norms and standards of the Greek peer group (see Bellmore et al., 2011). They know how to behave conforming to the group’s norms and to “fit in” (also see Rubin et al., 2015). As a result they are more accepted by Greek peers.

An interesting finding was that having a cultural orientation, even if it is low towards the Greek culture, makes immigrant students more acceptable to their Greek classmates than having no orientation. Such lack of orientation resembles the status of identity diffusion in the identity formation literature, which reflects a lack of commitment to a direction or purpose in life (e.g., see Motti-Stefanidi, 2015). Such diffuse/confused orientation has been negatively linked to psychological and adaptation problems as well as to the quality of peer relationships (e.g., Nurmi, Berzonsky, Tammi, & Kinney, 1997; Vleioras & Bosma, 2005). Greek classmates’ low acceptance of these students may be explained by the possible coexistence of such problems.

Finally, immigrants’ orientation towards the Greek and the ethnic cultures did not affect their later acceptance or rejection by immigrant classmates, nor vice versa. This result supports the specificity of the findings for acceptance and rejection by Greek classmates.

Implications for Immigrants Youth’s Adaptation and Well-being

From a developmental perspective, being accepted by peers and classmates is an important index of current, and predictor of future, adaptation, and psychological well-being (Masten, 2014). From an acculturation perspective assuming that the learning and maintenance of both cultures is conducive to better adaptation and psychological well-being, having friends and being accepted by both intra- and interethnic peers is a sign of positive adaptation (Sam & Berry, 2010). Immigrant adolescents, like all adolescents, need to be liked and accepted by their peers, independently of the ethnicity of these peers, but they also need
to navigate successfully between intra- and interethnic peers (Motti-Stefanidi & Masten, in press; Vedder & Motti-Stefanidi, 2016).

The results on classroom composition present a double-edged sword. Classrooms with high immigrant composition may promote positive development if immigrants are ethnically homogeneous such that they profit from the in-group preference of their immigrant peers. However, they may at the same time work against immigrant acculturation because of little pressure to socialize with non-immigrants. Furthermore, such classrooms present a risk for all students’ academic achievement (Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012b). In contrast, classrooms with low immigrant composition may promote positive acculturation but present a risk for immigrants’ development. They place immigrant students at risk for low peer acceptance due to the in-group preference of the non-immigrant majority in the classroom. However, our findings suggest that these negative effects decrease over time. All in all, segregation of immigrants in classrooms with a high proportion of immigrants does not seem conducive to positive social and education outcomes (see Schachner et al., 2015, for a broader discussion including other moderating factors such as contact norms).

**Strengths and Limitations**

An obvious strength is the overall design of the study that allowed disentangling many of the different factors that influence immigrants' status in the classroom. Strong features are: the longitudinal design, the large variation in immigrant proportion in the classrooms with a mean proportion close to 50%, the separation of nominations received from non-immigrants and immigrants, the inclusion of like least nominations, the control of the number of nominators both overall and within immigrants and non-immigrants, the multilevel analyses that avoid inflated significances of lower-level effects due to within-classroom similarities, and the cross-lagged analyses of acculturation effects.

Three limitations of the present study, beyond the unavoidable limitation that these results depend on the specific cultural context at the time of the study, are the following. First,
the peer nomination data were recorded by summing all positive or negative nominations received from an immigrant or a Greek classmate without identifying the individual identity of the nominator. Therefore we could not study reciprocal nominations (see Bellmore et al., 2007, for such a study) nor could we distinguish between nominations from the dominant immigrant group in the classroom (Albanian or Pontian-Greek) and immigrants of different ethnicity. Because of the clear dominance of one ethnic group among the immigrants in each classroom, we consider this a minor limitation.

Second, context effects were assessed only in terms of the classrooms and not of neighborhoods. Again this is only a minor limitation because students were required by law to attend the nearest school in their neighborhood; consequently, ethnic composition of the classrooms closely corresponded to ethnic composition of the neighborhood.

Third, the change effects were expected on the basis of increasing opportunities for intergroup contact that were actually used by the students but the amount of actual contact was not assessed. Therefore it would have been desirable to study also amount of intergroup contact (e.g., in terms of positive and negative interactions with members of the in-group versus the out-group).

Conclusions and Future Directions

Our longitudinal study has identified numerous risk and protective factors for immigrants’ peer relationships. It allowed us to disentangle, concurrently and over time, different individual- and contextual-level influences on immigrants’ acceptance and rejection by their classmates. From an intervention perspective, the results suggest that supporting acculturation (Sam & Berry, 2010) and intergroup contact (Slavin & Cooper, 1999) may prove beneficial for immigrant students. The study contributes to the body of research on immigrant youth adaptation, development and acculturation in Europe, which began to flourish relatively recently (e.g., Dimitrova, Chasiotis, & van de Vijver, 2016). Although the results of our study are dependent on its cultural and historical context, the design of the study
and the sociometric procedures used can assist future work on immigrant youth adaptation and well-being that is increasingly important worldwide.
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Footnotes

Footnote 1. For historic reasons, Pontian-Greeks immigrated earlier than Albanians such that at the time of the study, immigrant ethnicity was strongly confounded with immigrant generation. Therefore we refrained from reporting effects of ethnicity differences within immigrants.

Footnote 2. Another method of controlling opportunity is standardizing nomination scores within a subgroup. Consequently, all subgroups have identical means which makes it impossible to compare subgroups in terms of acceptance and rejection. Also nominations show a skewed distribution such that 1 SD below the mean is not psychologically equivalent to 1 SD above the mean. Therefore we used percentages of being nominated that avoid these problems (see Bellmore et al., 2007, and Jackson et al., 2006, for a similar approach).

Footnote 3. We do not report data for acculturation in Waves 2 and 3 because the stability of both acculturation variables was high and to avoid Table 1 becoming too large.

Footnote 4. We did not reduce the complexity of the results by analyzing preference scores (positive – negative) because often the results for positive nominations were not a mirror image of the results for negative nominations.

Footnote 5. We also ran multilevel analyses with socio-economic status as an additional predictor at Level 2. As in earlier analyses (Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2012b), SES did not add significant effects to immigrant status.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (score range)</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>Pearson correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1057</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant (0=no, 1=yes)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-2.26 -2.26 -1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek involvement $^a$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>.03 .03 .03 .11 .04 .15 .11 .06 .13 .04 .06 .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic involvement $^a$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% positive nominations</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>PG1</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>13.82 .43 .31 .05 .09 .04 -2.26 -1.17 -0.06 -0.14 -0.08 -0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>.48 .08 .13 .02 -2.20 -0.28 -0.12 -0.09 -0.12 -0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>13.93</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>.08 .01 .03 -2.16 -0.19 -0.15 -0.10 -0.09 -0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% positive nominations</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>PI1</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>16.56 .32 .32 .07 .09 .09 .16 .10 .09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>.29 .01 .09 .09 .04 .17 .13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>13.20</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>-0.07 -0.12 -0.09 -0.05 -0.14 -0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% negative nominations</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>NG1</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>16.32 .29 .27 .44 .28 .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>.42 .27 .44 .32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>.19 .27 .43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% negative nominations</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>NI1</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>16.41 .27 .19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>12.62</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Correlations in italics are not significant ($p > .05$). Stability correlations in boldface.

$^a$ Involvement with the Greek/ethnic culture; assessed only for immigrants.
Table 2

Acceptance and Rejection by Immigrant Status and Immigrant Proportion in Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>% nominations received from classmates</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( b (SE) )</td>
<td>( p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants</td>
<td>12.96 (0.43)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>14.85 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Immigrant proportion</td>
<td>10.48 (2.01)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-6.13 (4.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greeks</td>
<td>14.74 (0.66)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>12.23 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Immigrant proportion</td>
<td>-1.09 (3.16)</td>
<td>.731</td>
<td>5.38 (4.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant status</td>
<td>-1.78 (0.79)</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>2.62 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants</td>
<td>-0.34 (0.22)</td>
<td>.124</td>
<td>-1.23 (0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Immigrant proportion</td>
<td>-2.93 (1.06)</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>4.03 (2.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greeks</td>
<td>-0.52 (0.30)</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>0.20 (0.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Immigrant proportion</td>
<td>2.66 (1.58)</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>0.33 (3.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant status</td>
<td>0.18 (0.37)</td>
<td>.636</td>
<td>-1.43 (0.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. 1057 students in 49 classrooms. Effects \( b \) are unstandardized regression coefficients in three-level regression models that were tested for significance (two-tailed) with robust standard errors. Level 2 effects refer to 50% immigrants in class. Immigrant proportion effects for immigrant status are not reported because of opposite meaning of immigrant proportion for immigrants and Greeks.
Figure 1. Acceptance and rejection by classroom composition and immigrant status in Wave 1.

Panel A: Positive nominations

Panel B: Negative nominations
Figure 2. Change in acceptance and rejection in balanced classrooms by immigrant status.

Panel A: Positive nominations

Panel B: Negative nominations
Figure 3. Change in acceptance and rejection of immigrants and classroom composition.

Panel A: Positive received by immigrants

Panel B: Negative received by immigrants
Figure 4. Cross-lagged relations between immigrants' acculturation and their acceptance and rejection by Greek classmates (standardized solution). Indicators and residuals of the latent variables and their correlations are not shown. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Panel A: Involvement with the Greek culture

Panel B: Involvement with the ethnic culture
Figure 5. Interaction of the effects of immigrants' involvement with the Greek and the ethnic culture on their later acceptance by Greek classmates. Low/high refers to -/+ 1 SD.